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If you did not like sam & max, you won't like this either.. this episode, unlike the first, is somewhat forgettable. this is weakest
episode so far and i hate to say it but, some parts of this episode are mediocre. the nations are okay and im glad homsar got
more speech. just like the first episode.the part near the end is the most stressing part. which is.the board game. i'm not joking
when i say this but, the homestarmy is overpowered. and no im not that guy who complains all the characters are OP. this is
legitimate. only TWO characters would do something and the battle would be a draw. strong sad is overpowered with his sad and
deppresing quotes. strong mad is plain overpowered. homestar CANNOT have a single loss. it's sad that this is a constant thing
so far in the episodes. let's hope the third, fourth and fifth episodes can prove me wrong.. I mean, it's Strong Bad. What's not to
like? Just like the last episode, it's all point and click, in this episode you stick it to the man and set stuff on fire.. I mean, it's
Strong Bad. What's not to like? Just like the last episode, it's all point and click, in this episode you stick it to the man and set
stuff on fire.. I remember this one time when I checked my email. Dear Strong bad, Please come back to the internet full time,
we miss you. Your friend with benifits, Miss galaxy I enjoyed all of these episodes, 1st was the best but the others had there
moments.. Great game!!
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